
EXT. THE BLACK.

Thousands of multi-coloured dots, swirling in oval bands

around one another.

Each spiralling oval contains a central black hole and a

warping event horizon. With each twist, dots are consumed by

the darkness of the black hole, dwarfing into reds and greys

before they hit the black.

Ovals begin to self-implode, collecting their tentacles as

one for their final moments, until only one electric blue

dot remains, the centre on the screen, pulsating slowly,

containing massive energy.

INT. FRANKIE’S BATHROOM. DAY.

FRANKIE (20s) applies a blue/grey lipstick in a mirror, a

long, diagonal scratch etched into the glass from top to

bottom. She finishes, pursing her lips, and turning to

reveal NOAH (20s) standing behind her, electric blue medium

length hair.

They both smile at each other, Frankie placing her hand on

Noah’s shoulder, leading him up to stand in front of the

mirror. Noah stares ahead into his own eyes. Frankie briefly

leaves the reflection, coming back up behind him, the noise

of an electric razor.

She starts to take out strips of his hair, brushing off the

excess, letting drop onto a towel on the floor.

They stand together in the mirror, Frankie rubbing her hands

over Noah’s head, brushing off the final bits of hair, he

keeping his eyes trained on himself.

Frankie stands back behind Noah, as he precariously puts his

heads on his head, feeling around. Frankie comes up and

rests her chin on his shoulder, both looking at each other

in the mirror.

EXT. BIRCH WOOD. DAY. SCENE 3.

Silver Birch shoot out the ground, angled into a floating

crosses of maze-like complexity. Light rays filing through

the canopy in strips, spotting the floor with white amongst

the decayed brown, imprisoned beneath.

(O.S) A church bell. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll.
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INT. FRANKIE’S KITCHEN/DINING ROOM. DAY.

A dusty, dirty, unkempt kitchen/dining room. Papers and

letters stacked on the table, men and women’s clothes in

piles on the floor.

LEO (40s) sits at the table, lit cigarette in hand, a

tumbler of whiskey next to him. The TV is on, the main light

source, Leo watches, empty eyed. Empty pill bottles line the

table behind the whiskey.

Frankie walks in, slowly, a pain stuck across her face.

FRANKIE

Leo...?

Leo barely notices.

FRANKIE

Dad...?

Leo grunts and makes a nonchalant hand movement before

picking up some papers and starting through them, taking a

large gulp of whiskey.

FRANKIE

Sophie’s dead.

Leo sighs, still not looking at Frankie, and points to the

counter, where there are piles of towels, cleaning sprays

and plastic bags.

LEO

(mumbling)

Thank God.

Frankie hears and pauses. She goes over to the counter.

EXT. FRANKIE’S FRONT OF HOUSE. DAY.

Frankie stands over a dead cat, lying still and perfect on

the grass. She has a black bin liner in her hand.

EXT. GRASSLANDS. DAY.

Frankie stands beneath a giant red-brick arch, the supports

of a Victorian Viaduct, spanning before her like a mirrored

corridor.

Frankie is smoking. She drops and stamps out the cigarette.

She picks up the cigarette end, examining a scar of

blue/grey lipstick across it. She puts the end into the bag.
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Frankie walks, bag in hand, up onto a brick platform between

two pillars. She places the bag between her feet.

THE WOMAN (50s), dressed in a black dress, bare foot,

standing several archways down behind Frankie, watches on.

Frankie closes her eyes, The Woman turns away.

(O.S) Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll.

INT. NOAH’S ROOM. DAY.

Noah sits on the edge of his bed, staring diagonally

downwards towards the bottom of the bedroom door, a streak

of light coming through the crack. His leg taps up and down.

The room is cluttered, untidy, the light from a computer

screen piercing through the hanging cigarette smoke.

A car horn beeps three times (O.S), Noah notices.

INT. NOAH’S KITCHEN. DAY.

GREG (50s) and DIANE (50s) sit at a wooden dinner table, in

a small but well kept kitchen. The TV is off, Greg reads a

paper.

(O.S) Noah comes down the stairs and makes for the front

door. Diane turns towards him.

DIANE

(smiling)

Ah Noah honey, got chicken, corn;

lots of butter, just how you-

(O.S) Another three horn beeps.

Noah glances at Diane before going and opening the door,

rushing out.

DIANE

-dinner Noah...Greg?

Greg looks up from his paper.

GREG

He’s your son.

Diane stares at Greg and then back to front door, swung

shut. Greg looks back at his paper.
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EXT. NOAH’S FRONT OF HOUSE. DAY.

Noah jogs down his front yard path, onto the pavement. He

leans down by an open car window.

Frankie is driving, the engine still running.

NOAH

Frankie...?

FRANKIE

Sophie died.

Noah pauses. He opens his mouth, not sure what to say.

FRANKIE

Just get in.

EXT. FRANKIE’S CAR. DAY.

The car shoots fast along the road, the only noise in the

night air, passing a red post box.

INT. FRANKIE’S CAR. DAY.

They both sit, silent, Noah occasionally looking to Frankie.

She stares straight ahead, gripping the steering wheel with

one hand, cigarette in the other, burning fast against the

wind.

Noah looks down between the seats, noticing a cigarette

packet. He takes one, pulls a red lighter from his pocket,

and lights it.

Frankie violently changes gear.

EXT. GRASSLANDS. DAY.

Noah and Frankie stand before the towering arches.

Noah looks down the centre, taking a couple of steps

forward, transfixed by the mirrored way. Frankie looks

around, behind them. The Woman stares directly at her, the

other end of the Viaduct.

Noah continues his small steps forward, being drawn in. His

foot slips on the muddy bank of a steam flowing

perpendicular, causing him to snap out and turn back.

Noah walks back up to Frankie. The Woman has gone. He sees

Frankie’s stare and looks around, turning back to her

confused.
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Frankie smiles, takes Noah’s hand, turns and leads him down

and then up onto the brick platform. They stand together

beneath the arch, their foreheads meeting.

INT. NOAH’S ROOM. NIGHT.

Frankie and Noah sit facing each other on the bed. Both

their hands holding the other’s, palms up.

FRANKIE

She loved me. I remember that. And

I remember what he was like before.

I don’t know...what to do.

NOAH

Please let me help you. I can-

FRANKIE

-Noah, baby, you got to worry about

you. I shouldn’t have...

NOAH

Lets just go somewhere, away, just

far far away, anywhere.

Frankie sighs and looks down, pulling her hands slightly

away from Noah. Noah sinks.

Frankie’s eyes dart around. She puts her hands back on

Noah’s, holding tight.

FRANKIE

You won’t be able to...and I won’t

leave...I can find a way out, for

both of us...

Noah looks up at her, eye’s connecting.

FRANKIE

All those cliches, the pain ending,

I know that...it will work...

NOAH

How can you know?

Frankie sighs and pulls her hands away from Noah.

FRANKIE

For me. You could do it, for me.

You can do it for us. Do it for

yourself. Noah.

Noah looks onto Frankie nervously.
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NOAH

But you still don’t know...

FRANKIE

I’ll be with you, through all of

it. Together. ”Forever”. ”Just

you...”

NOAH

”...and I”.

She chuckles, Noah smiles slightly. He puts his hands

forward towards Frankie’s, them holding each others’.

Frankie leans in closer to Noah.

FRANKIE

(whispering)

We can escape this, both of us.

INT. NOAH’S ROOM. NIGHT.

Noah sits on the edge of his bed, leg tapping up and down,

smoke hovering.

He puts his head down into his hands.

TIME-LAPSE (SLOW TRACK) - Noah rocks back and forward on his

bed. Noah gets into bed, foetal position below the sheet.

Noah gets up, sits on the bedside. Noah passes by, comes

back to the bed, sitting, smoking a cigarette. Noah goes up

the window, peaks out behind the curtain. Noah lies down on

his back on the bed. Noah comes up to camera, blackening the

frame.

EXT. BIRCH WOOD. DAY. SCENE 15.

The birches creaks in the wind, sunlight piercing the

engulfing canopy, striking The Woman’s face as she lies

amongst the undergrowth, spotted with white on her black

dress, staring up at the sky.

EXT. FRANKIE’S CAR. DUSK.

The car shoots down the road, back past the red post box.

INT. FRANKIE’S CAR. DUSK.

Frankie’s window is down, blowing her hair up and across,

lapping her face and back round the ear.

Noah watches her hands gripping the wheel, her arms

rigid-straight against it.
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The car begins to slow and pulls over to a stop at the side

of the road.

They sit in silence, Noah glancing from Frankie down to the

cigarettes, Frankie staring straight ahead.

FRANKIE

Why wouldn’t you want...to make

everything better?

NOAH

There won’t be anything to be

better...with, I... To not even

try?

FRANKIE

What do you mean, try? Try at what?

Noah...

Noah’s hand runs across his head, turning his lighter over

in his other hand.

Frankie moves her hand onto his other, down by the central

aisle. They look at each other. Frankie has tears welling in

her eyes.

FRANKIE

It’s both of us, Noah. Why don’t

you want us to be happy? We don’t

have to put up with any of it

anymore.

She grips his hand, both look at each other, intense,

singular.

Noah sighs, looks down, then back up to Frankie.

NOAH

I’m not ready-

FRANKIE

We.

She grips his hand tighter.

FRANKIE

We.

Frankie’s eyes dip down as she turns away and starts the car

back up. Noah looks down and out his window. Frankie’s eyes

reset, tears retreating, back to normal.

Frankie puts the car into gear.
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INT. BLACK ROOM.

NOAH

(to the camera)

What’s the possibility it won’t

work out? What is the real point?

Help me. I should help me. She does

help me. Is it all for her? I don’t

understand how I can’t work this

out. What similar experience is

there? I’ve felt this for so long.

So why can’t I work it out?

(grabs the camera)

I CAN’T WORK IT THE FUCK OUT.

(releases the camera)

Fuck you.

(walks out of frame)

INT. NOAH’S KITCHEN/DINING ROOM. DAY.

Frankie, Diane and Greg sit silently around the kitchen

table, three steaming white mugs of black coffee, untouched.

A paper sits folded by Greg, harsh white of day filtering

through the window.

EXT. NOAH’S ROOM. DAY.

Noah stands at a velux window, opening a small crack so he

can see out.

A collection of houses and gardens in neat rectangular

plots, with the sounds of activity, with people together,

barbecue smoke.

A man and a woman hug on a small black metal balcony. A

group sit on an elevated wooden patio. A woman does yoga two

plots to the right. Noah looks at her again. He resets.

He looks up to a towering red brick church, etched across

the sky. Castled turrets, windowless arches.

(O.S) Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll.

The first toll hits Noah. He goes and sit’s down in front of

his computer screen, waiting out the final tolls.

The tolls start to hit harder, pulsating throughout the

room.

TIME-LAPSE (TRACK IN) - Noah’s head fizzes about, hands up

and down, the tolls hitting harder and harder, reverberating

violently, shaking his room.

MOTION RESET - The tolls stop, Noah looks suddenly up.
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EXT. GRASSLANDS. DAY.

Noah walks up onto the brick platform beneath the arch, his

back to camera.

A cigarette end lies close the entrance, a smear of

blue/grey lipstick smeared across, sunken with water.

(O.S) Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll.

EXT. THE BLACK.

The tiny electric blue dot explodes with various blue and

grey bolts of lightening, flashing with increasing severity

before reducing to a spherical, twisting mass of colour, the

entire spectrum folding in on itself, a solo orb.

EXT. BIRCH WOOD. DAY. SCENE 23.

Noah stands in the middle of the silver birch, zagging him,

wind and leaves swirling round him. He looks across the

puzzled trunks.

Frankie stands, next to the Woman, in the white light

breaking through to the ground, facing Noah.

Noah watches as the Woman turns around and walks into the

darkness of the woods. He takes a few timid steps forward.

Frankie stares at Noah. He stares back. The wind drops.

Silence.

Suddenly, Frankie jitters and flashes forward several feet.

Noah stumbles back a tad, steadying himself.

Frankie flashes forward several feet more, dancing like

white noise through the trees, coming closer and closer to

Noah. He stumbles, falling slightly back, his shoulder

knocking against a trunk, his palm hitting the humus and

dirt below.

Inches from him, she flashes and disappears. Noah blinks,

darting his eyes around.

He spins round. Nothing. He squints through the maze.

Nothing. He comes back round. Frankie stands back under the

light. Noah watches as she too turns and disappears into the

murk.

Noah moves to take a step forward but stops and places his

foot back down, looking through the trees and up to the

canopy.
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EXT. GRASSLANDS. DAY.

Noah stands on the platform, facing the camera.

INT. FRANKIE’S ROOM. NIGHT.

Frankie stands behind Noah in front of a full length mirror,

her head coming up over his shoulder.

FRANKIE

You can control this. What else can

you say that about?

Noah looks from Frankie to his own gaze.

FRANKIE

We can make this decision. It’s our

choice. Fuck fate, belief, all that

shit. This is us.

Noah pulls himself into his own eyes. Frankie’s voice begins

to swirl.

FRANKIE

Baby, this is us. All of this, what

is it actually for?

Her hand slips tighter up onto his shoulder, near his neck.

NOAH

What...I mean, you...? People who-

FRANKIE

-you don’t see anyone but me. Noah,

I know you care, about...me(?)

Noah snaps back.

NOAH

I want to give up.

FRANKIE

This isn’t about...it’s not even

giving up. It’s about control.

NOAH

It is giving up.

FRANKIE

No...no it’s..no, baby...

Frankie hand slips further round, closer to his neck.
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FRANKIE

...it’s everyone else that’s given

up.

Noah looks to Frankie’s hand, gripping across the top of his

chest. He looks back to himself. Frankie sighs, releases her

grip and walks off away from the mirror.

INT. NOAH’S FRONT ROOM/DOOR. DAY.

KAREN (20s), a home treatment psychiatrist, sits in an

armchair opposite Greg and Diane, on a floral sofa.

Three steaming cups of coffee sit on a low wooden coffee

table between them. A blue mug in front of Greg, two yellow

in front of Diane and Karen.

KAREN

I only spent half an hour, less,

with Noah...um, and it might be

pertinent to see someone for

longer...

Greg and Diane remain silent. Diane is engaged, Greg

fluttering his eyes and brows around.

KAREN

...Noah’s depressed. It’s possible

there’s something more, manic

depression...his relationship with

Frankie seems reminiscent of

borderline personality

disorder...er, I wou-

Greg picks up his coffee mug, stands up, still for a second

before walking off into the kitchen.

Diane looks to Karen and smiles apologetically.

DIANE

(smiling)

Please.

She gestures Karen to continue.

KAREN

Umm...so...yes, umm I believe he’s

depressed. I have a prescription

here for Setraline, 50 milligrams

to start, only as a start, further

assessments must be made...there’s

information here for incremental

increase. Your pharmacy...
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(O.S) Something smashes in the kitchen.

Diane and Karen both look over to the doorway to the

kitchen.

Noah leans against the hallway wall at the top of the

stairs.

Diane sighs, stands up and gestures Karen towards the front

door.

Karen stands, placing the prescription down on the table and

slowly making her way towards to door.

KAREN

As I said, it might also be helpful

to-

DIANE

Yes, yes that’s great, thank you so

much for coming, honestly.

KAREN

Oh, of course, it’s just that-

DIANE

No, no, that’s great, thank you.

Diane continues to hurry Karen to the door. Karen looks back

towards the stairs and then to the Kitchen.

Diane opens the front door, ferrying Karen outside.

Karen stops her closing the door.

KAREN

I’ll need to come back. Two weeks.

There are some safety concerns

here.

Diane stops and looks back into the house.

DIANE

I’ll talk to him. I will. I’m here

all the time...

Karen nods, turns and leaves. Diane smiles and shuts the

door, leaning against it.

Noah stands unmoved.

She turns around to see Greg, standing over the table.
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DIANE

Throwing things. Really? We agreed,

Greg, this could help.

GREG

I didn’t agree. And Depressed?

What, did his football team lose?

Frankie evaporate? No son with my

name-

DIANE

-what happened to ”it’s your son”

Greg? She’s a professional.

Greg notices the prescription on the table and picks it up,

reading it.

DIANE

She knows what she’s doing, she

left that and maybe-

Greg rips it up, chucks it on the floor and heads back into

the kitchen.

DIANE

Greg, no! Greg!

She stands still in the middle of the room and looks

upstairs towards Noah’s room.

Noah sigh and walks away.

Greg briefly comes back into the room.

GREG

And if you call her back-

DIANE

-what, Greg? you’ll what? She is

coming back, our son needs her to

come back.

Silence. Diane slumps down onto the sofa, sitting with her

head in her hands.

INT. FRANKIE’S FRONT ROOM/DOOR. DAY.

Frankie walks from the stairs towards the front door.

Another messy, dusty, dark room, beer cans and pill bottles

dotted around on the floor and a coffee table in front.

Leo sits, beer in hand, on a ripped, mangled sofa, the TV

the light source, blurred in the background.
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He takes a sip of beer before slamming it down on the table

in front of him as Frankie nears the front door.

She freezes, as Leo continues to watch the TV.

FRANKIE

What is it?

Leo picks up the beer and takes another drink as his eyes

narrow.

FRANKIE

Just going out, to the

grasslands...

Leo scoffs.

FRANKIE

Dad...

LEO

No. You got...shit to do.

Frankie changes her tone.

FRANKIE

I’m not your carer, Leo.

Leo stops mid beer drink. He slowly lowers the can and

places it carefully on the table.

LEO

What did you just say to me?

FRANKIE

You don’t know what you are to me

what you do to me.

She goes for the door handle but Leo stands up suddenly.

Frankie pauses, her hand hovering above the door handle.

LEO

I don’t need your care.

Frankie looks down.

FRANKIE

Dad...

LEO

You...

He walks over to her, coming millimetres away from her ear.
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LEO

(whispering)

...did nothing. I’m in charge here,

daughter.

He stays close to her, before turning around and going back

to the sofa, sitting.

Frankie steadies herself, opens the door and rushes out.

Leo grabs a pill pot and throws a few in his mouth, picks up

an old, half-smoked cigarette and lights it.

INT. NOAH’S ROOM. NIGHT.

Noah sits in the chair by the desk, his computer screen

empty. The sound of people and life float through the open

crack in the window. He grips his phone in one hand.

A cigarette lies in a full blue glass ashtray, still

smoking. Already smoked ends lie in the tray, some detailed

with blue/grey lipstick.

TIME-LAPSE (TRACK IN) - Noah rocks back and forward, faster

and faster, becoming increasingly erratic.

MOTION RESET - Noah stops moving and looks up. His hand

shoots forward.

SLOW MOTION - The phone drops onto the chair, bouncing onto

the floor. Noah picks up the tray. He hurls it across the

room. The ash sprays out, the cigarette ends bomb through

the air. The tray hits the wall, blue glass shattering.

MOTION RESET - Noah stands over the broken glass on the

floor.

Noah places his hand on the wall in front of him to steady

himself. He begins to crumble, breaking down onto the floor.

His hands slip on the glass as he resets himself, sliding

his back down against the wall, sitting in a heap. Small

drops of blood drip from his hand.

The bedroom door opens and closes, and Frankie comes down in

front of Noah, who’s sobbing.

She puts her arms round him and pulls herself in. They stay

together, as one, Frankie pulling back. She wipes tears off

his face.

NOAH

I can’t do this anymore.
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FRANKIE

Noah...

Noah turns his head away from Frankie. She tries to match

him.

NOAH

Don’t make me do this...

Frankie gently moves Noah’s face toward her with her hand.

FRANKIE

Noah, I love you.

Noah stares at her. She smiles at him.

NOAH

...I love you.

They look at each other. Noah pulls back the tears, smiling

at her.

FRANKIE

...ok?

NOAH

...ok...

Frankie looks up and puts her hands on Noah’s face, bringing

them close together.

FRANKIE

We’ll be happy, I promise.

Noah nods. Their foreheads meet.

FRANKIE

Just you...

Noah smiles.

NOAH

...and I.

They embrace.

INT. BLACK ROOM.

(to the camera)

NOAH

I can’t tell you what it’s like. No

one can tell you what it’s like.

But you can feel what it’s like.
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NOAH
Make yourself feel it. Fucking

wallow in your aggrandising shit.

(moves closer in)

I fucking dare you.

EXT. GRASSLANDS. DAY.

The wind ripples the small stream flowing beneath the

Viaduct.

INT. NOAH’S ROOM. DAY.

Noah hangs from the ceiling light fixture, rope around his

neck, a puddle of urine below him. Still, dead.

(O.S) Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll.

INT. FRANKIE’S ROOM. DAY.

Frankie sits at a desk, writing on a piece of paper. She

finishes, fold it into three and slips it into an unmarked

envelope.

She stands up and walks to face a full length mirror, fully

made-up, a long, striking dress.

She looks over her details, eye lashes, liner, blue/grey

lipstick, tracing her finger over lips.

She lifts up a camera and starts to click away at her

reflection as she looks down and around, tears starting to

roll down.

She stops and lowers the camera, staring at herself.

Behind her, hanging from the ceiling is a rope with a noose

tied in.

She continues to watch herself in the mirror, then starts to

break down, dropping the camera, placing her hand on the

mirror to steady herself. Her hand scrapes down the mirror

glass.

INT. FRANKIE’S BATHROOM. DAY.

The long, diagonal scratch etched into mirror glass. The

blue/grey lipstick sits on the sink edge.

The Woman lies in the bath, pale, her dress pooling in the

water, her head perfectly straight, tipped back, resting,

her lips a blue/grey colour.
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Her arm rests on the edge of the bath, her wrists slashed,

blood dripping down the tiles, a broken wine glass lies on

the floor, the stem etched with blood and flesh.

EXT. THE BLACK.

The swirling mass of colours begin the meld, becoming darker

and messier, browns and greys turning to blacks. Each

disappearing colour causing a violent shake of the sphere

until only swirling blacks remain, barely visible against

the background.

EXT. GRASSLANDS. DAY.

Frankie steps up onto the platform.

(O.S) Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll. Toll.

EXT. BIRCH WOOD. DAY. SCENE 36.

Frankie stands amongst the shoots, with the Woman and Noah

standing across from her, lit from the sun above.

Frankie starts to walk towards them but they turn away,

disappearing into the dim together.

Frankie slows down and stops, watching as they both fully

submerge into criss-crossed trees.

Her foot picks up for another step but stops mid-air. She

retrieves her foot and puts it back down.

Crouching down into the detritus, she places a cigarette end

smeared with blue/grey lipstick in the dirt.

She stands, on final look off through the maze.

EXT. GRASSLANDS. DAY.

Frankie stands on the platform. Her hand reaches out for

support on the brick pillar as she struggles to stay

standing.

INT. NOAH’S KITCHEN/DINING ROOM. DAY.

Frankie, Diane and Greg sit around the table, three mugs of

coffee still steaming.

Frankie reaches into her pocket and pulls out an envelope,

placing it in the middle of the table.

Diane breaks down into tears. Greg stands and leaves. Diane

reaches out to stop Greg, pulling her hand back as he

disappears up the stairs.
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EXT. THE BLACK.

The black colours are now swirling slowly and calmly. A

bright flash of white light strikes the orb, causing it to

grind to a halt, sitting there amongst the almost identical

background, dissolving until a single black frame remains.

EXT. GRASSLANDS. DUSK.

Frankie sits on the edge of the brick platform.

She watches the rays of sun lower amongst the arches. She

stands, still for a moment before walking back through the

arches and out from under the Viaduct.

INT. BLACK ROOM.

(to the camera)

NOAH

Fuck you.


